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Read. Indulge in a Bad Boy Baller. Repeat. Three hot, full-length, standalone sports romance

stories, each with its own happy ever after ending. ***Warning: Contains hundreds of pages of alpha

males, steamy romance, and Kindle-melting action.*** Bad Boy Ballers includes these three stories

for one low, low price:Go Deep - Slade and CassidyHook Up - Chris and JosephineWin Big - Evan

and Samantha
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What a great series!!! All three books are fantastic. They are fast paced with no cheating,

cliffhangers and have HEA endinge. I think book 2, Hook Up, was my favorite. I just really enjoyed

Chris and Jo. I love when all the books in the series are wonderful and Bad Boy Baller's definitely

has that covered especially the hot and steamy parts.

Received free in exchange for honest reviewI really love meeting these three bad boys and can't

wait to meet the rest of the crew. Each book in this set follows a bad-boy footballer at a Louisiana

university who are at the top of their game both on and off the field. Each book has humor heart a

lot of steam and romance.Go Deep you meet childhood friends/enemies Slade (captain and



quarterback, and all around god) and Cassidy ( cheerleader and independent feisty). They have

know each other most of their lives and have fought most of the time. they are paired up for a senior

project and finally get to see the other in a different light.Hook Up introduces Chris and Jo. they

meet at a bar as he heads back to school for his last year of NCAA football heading hopefully for the

NFL. They hookup in the men's bathroom of the bar and bid each other adieu. Jo is travel to visit

with her sister Chris is traveling to go back to school, she has car trouble he offers a ride and the

bad-boy is a good guy. They are sweet and super sexy and perfect for each other.The ultimate bad

boy and next biggest star to Slade is Evan. In Win Big, the season is over but he is letting up as he

prepares for his time to be chosen for the big leagues. He gets an injury that can ruin everything. In

comes the best medical team with student assistant Samantha. She is not happy to be working with

him, not to mention she hates football. Sparks fly from the very beginning.I would have given these

5 stars, although I likes all of the stories and can't wait to read more, Chris wasn't a "bad-boy", and

their is lot of speculation about Evan's particular interest that are never actually seen or talked about

it's as if the author forgot she mentioned it in the previous books. Other than that great reads

This is my first foray in reading books by Bella Love Wins but it definitely won't be my last. This was

an incredible series and I'm looking forward to Mo's book. I love how this showed how college boys

really do act and how the grow up. Awesome series. !!

Awesomeness in this series!Loved these hot characters, what an action packed story and I love

football.What happen to MO and Kristen? Loved the banter Salvatore aka "Pat/ Two Thumbs" and

the group shared.Awesome series.

I own these books individually and each one is full of such hotness. Each bad boy will have you

fanning yourself.Bella Love-Wins is an excellent storyteller and you don't wanna pass these books

up!

This was an exciting, did I say HOT series ?!! It was fun to read the tough, hard boys, grow up to be

great men and get the perfect girls ! Sure hope to see more stories about the rest of the guys on the

team !!

If you enjoy sports and some nice hot alphas, this is the set for you. This are wonderful stories of

teammates, however each has a hea and can be read as a standalone. They are fun and have the



ups and downs with really great romance. I know you will enjoy them.

Do you like sports? Do you like bad boys? Do you like steamy sex? Do you have insurance on your

kindle in case it melts from all of the HEAT? 3 separate stories, 3 separate couples. Here is the

warning that comes with the synopsis of these delicious sports Bad Boy Ballers stories by the

talented Bella Love-Wins!***Warning: Contains hundreds of pages of alpha males, steamy romance,

and Kindle-melting action.***1-click this exciting collection of novels and be prepared to be taken for

a ride!
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